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Half Term Drama Workshops for Years 5 to 8
Huge thanks to Rosie and Comet Theatre Workshops for the super programme they led at LPW during Half Term in our Drama 
Studio. We were proud to be one of the few schools able to offer pupils holiday activities. The children developed singing, 
acting and dance skills and thoroughly enjoyed being put through their paces by industry professionals!

Meet the Hedgehogs!

Children in Need

Children in Nursery and Pre-Prep 
were thrilled to have small, prickly 
visitors from Saint Francis Animal 
Care Hedgehog Rescue Centre 
who were brought by Graham, who 
has cared for them since they were 
hoglets. 

The children were fascinated to 
see the hedgehogs and to learn 
all about their diet, lifecycle, and 
hibernation.  

Diwali
The Pre-School children experimented with colouring rice with paint. 
They used the rice to make Rangoli, part of the Hindu celebrations for 
Diwali. As well as being creative, they practised their fine motor skills by 
using tweezers to pick up and position the grains of rice into the Rangoli 

Remembrance
LPW was represented in the College 
Service film for Remembrance 
Sunday as well as marking a socially- 
distanced two minute silence in 
school on 11 November on our 
school field. 
Our Origami Club were also shown 
by John H in Year 6 how to create 
these lovely poppies.

The school marked Children 
in Need rather differently this 
year. Everyone came into school 
dressed in rainbow colours. The 
Nursery children had fun with the 
special workout with Joe Wicks.
The total raised was £748.92 - thank 
you for everyone who supported 
Children in Need.

House Sport Competitions
It was lovely to see the children 
playing outside on a sunny 
autumnal afternoon for the House 
Football! Normans amassed 17 
goals to win overall and Britons 
bagged second place with a tally 
of 7! 

Next up was Co-Ed Netball for 
Years 7 and 8. Britons won all 
three of their games with a total of 
15 goals and Celts were runners 
up with two victories and 12 goals 
scored. It was a fun activity which 
was played with our customary 
grit and determination to succeed!
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LPW 
Be

Kind

LPW 
Love

Learning

Reception

Alex for always doing his best in every situation, and
for using his knife and fork at lunchtime

Cleo using her knife and fork at lunchtime

Daniel for super constructing

Jacob using his knife and fork at lunchtime

Jasper for super effort with reading

Jessica for knowing what a ‘blurb’ was and for super name writing

Lana for sharing her excellent general knowledge with the class

Leah using her knife and fork at lunchtime

Magnus for very sensible behaviour

Matthew SD for super contributions at carpet time

Oscar D-G for asking excellent questions, and
for using his knife and fork at lunchtime

Oscar K for being helpful

Primrose for excellent concentration in phonics sessions

Trixie for using her phonic sounds to write words

Year 1

Chloe for her retelling of the Goldilocks story through acting

Emily for her fantastic toy drawing with pastels

Freddie for persevering during ICT

Henrietta for always trying her best

Isla L for her thoughtful contributions at carpet time

Max C for his excellent contributions in Maths

Rosie E for working hard on her handwriting

Sia for asking when she is unsure of the meaning of new words

Zoya G for trying hard to listen and follow instructions

Year 2

Amalie for her fantastic, original explorer bags

Ben for his enthusiasm with our new topic

Damian for enthusiastic adjectives work

Daniel for settling well into his new class

Eithne for excellent work on column addition

Elliott for persevering with Maths and 
for sharing his knowledge of Arctic animals

Elodie for increased confidence

Emily for going out into the world and doing good

Esmee for super use of a word mat

Ethan for his fantastic story based on a genie that escaped, and
for his fantastic, original explorer bags

George for making connections in his learning

Hattie for perseverance when subtracting in Maths

Hunter for his perseverance in Maths

Jasper for excellent work on column addition, and
for his design ideas in DT

Mathilda for her description of what she would do in her snow globe

Millie for always trying her best

Rose for good column subtraction in Maths

House Points 

The latest week’s house point totals show Normans ahead!
 
NormansNormans  429   Britons  Britons  409   Saxons  Saxons  268    CeltsCelts  245    
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Year 3

Leah M for an outstanding, imaginative and informative video which 
required lots of focus for her Stone Age delving deeper 
homework

Theo K for excellent increased focus and effort across all subjects 
since the start of Year 3. Keep it up!

Thomas R for inquisitively finding out more about local war heroes and 
writing up the story of one fallen soldier as extra homework

William B for an outstanding, imaginative and informative video all 
about Greece when delving deeper, and
for inquisitively visiting the Worthing war monument as an 
extra part of his remembrance day homework

Year 4
Beatrice D for always doing her best and for working very methodically 

when approaching maths puzzles

Faye W for inquisitiveness and dedication when completing Science 
delving deeper homework

Harry C for a very imaginative delving deeper project about the 
Ancient Greek gods

Jonathan C for a superb delving deeper project, creating a Greek soldier 
accurately

Joshua C for outstanding inquisitiveness and dedication when 
completing delving deeper homework

Misha M for a fantastic recount of her trip to the Science Museum- 
very inquisitive!

Ryley G for a very interesting and imaginative homework task about 
the Olympic games

Sophia S for excellent focus and inquisitiveness when finding out all 
about the Ancient Greeks

Year 5
Ruby H for being very inquisitive during a recent Science homework

Year 6
John H for crafting an impressive poster about the French 

Remembrance Day and linking French and English culture. A 
model of open-mindedness!

Osian E for being extremely motivated and persistent when 
completing coding work at home

Year 7
Sophia B for crafting an impressive Battle of Hastings report - filmed 

on the actual battlefield!
Year 8

Bethan E for a highly imaginative story written for pleasure in her 
spare time
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Be

Kind

LPW 
Love

Learning

Well Done!

Congratulations to Bethan in Year 8 who has worked so hard for her Bronze 
Arts Award from Trinity College London. We are so proud of her. We are also 
impressed with Devon’s musical recital to an engaged audience at home! If 
parents would like to send Miss Brown photos of their children performing music 
at home, we’d love to make an end of term gallery of them.


